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Security Solutions

During its time in the spy and surveillance equipment market, Spy Equipment UK has regularly been asked about
everyday and sometimes unusual security solutions and counter surveillance tools.

Staying Safe with Spy Equipment
Through conducting extensive research, Spy Equipment UK has uncovered a range of security solutions that are not
only unusual, but also worthy of inclusion on the site in a separate section. In the security solutions section, we have
listed these chosen surveillance and counter surveillance items. Those of us that have been driving for a number of
years will know only too well how it feels to be a victim of car crime. With all new cars being fitted with immobilisers, the
thief has changed tactics and instead, the car keys are stolen in some way or another. Enter the Biometric Immobiliser.
Once fitted, your car cannot be started without the correct fingerprint being scanned. On the subject of cars and car
tracking devices, the UK has received many requests for an in-car camera system to keep an eye on the interior and
the exterior of a car. Now we have introduced an in-car camera and GPS logger system. This device has to cameras
covering interior and exterior combined with a GPS logging system that allows precise location information to be
synchronised with the video footage. This system can also be set to react to emergency situation including personal
attack, an impact, sudden acceleration and sudden braking.

Covert Camera Solutions
Some of our indoor and outdoor self-contained covert camera recording systems are at the cutting edge of security
solutions. CCTV is often a deterrent, but to really catch a criminal in the act, covert spy equipment is what's needed.
Spy equipment UK has several high quality covert spy camera solutions for both indoor and outdoor use. Another
product ideal to get your property back after a theft is EnigmaTag. Police recovered property offices are full of valuable
property that cannot be returned to the rightful owner because of identification issues. EnigmaTag can mark the
property giving a unique type of fingerprint that is almost invisible. If Police recover the marked property, then a special
scanner will reveal the EnigmaTag mark and the property owner will then be identified.

Total Security Solutions
The security solutions section resolves certain security issues that would have been left exposed using conventional
security equipment. So, if you want to catch a thief, protect your valuable property or ensure that it is returned to you by
the Police, then Spy Equipment UK's security solutions get results. Contact us if you wish to be advised on the right
security solution for you.
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3G Outdoor Camouflage Camera (Live Notifications)
Latest 3G high definition outdoor surveillance video
and still image camera in camouflaged enclosure with
in-built SD card recording system. True day and night
capability with ‘invisible’ infrared illuminators and
motion activation system that can send ‘live’ still
images by MMS or email to your remote computer or
smartphone (Supplied programmed with SIM and
credit).

Product Code: 3GAM

£197.00 (exc. VAT)

£236.40 (inc. VAT)

A self-contained spy camera and DVR system designed for use
outdoors. Commonly known as a game or Trail camera, this
camouflaged waterproof device produces high definition video and still
shots and has the ability to send out imagery to a remote computer or
smartphone via MMS or email.

Motion Triggered Video Recording
The unit will blend into a leafy environment and is designed with
excellent battery life capability for long term deployment scenarios. The
inbuilt movement sensors have a wide scan area, so as soon as there is
movement detected within a 25 metre 120Âº arc to the front, the system
will either record video with or will snap a still image and store this on
the internal SD card memory within. Triggering is super-fast at 0.5
seconds so you shouldnâ&#128;&#153;t miss a thing. The camera lens
is also a 120Âº wide angle to match the PIR sensor.

Live Alerts Sent by MMS or Email
The internal DVR will record 1080p or 720p video files and/or stills onto
the pre-installed internal memory card and can accept a maximum SD
card capacity of 32GB. This new top of the range 3G system can be
programmed with specific mobile phone numbers and email addresses
that
have
been
selected
to
receive
motion
activated
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; alerts with images. To do this the
camera unit does need to be fitted with an active standard sized phone
SIM card that is either on a contract or has enough credit in order for to
be able to send messages by MMS and/or email.

Discreet Nighttime Operation

Features
Waterproof (IP54) camouflage
casing for covert deployment in
many outdoor environments
Wide angle motion sensors (120
degree angle) that activate taking
of video and/or still photos –
adjustable
Real time ‘programmable’ video
recording up to 1920 x1080
resolution)
16 megapixel still photos capability
producing superb image clarity –
adjustable
Periodic image shot setting –
between 1 second and 24 hours ,
24 Infrared LED’s making it
possible to gather clear imagery
when deployed at night
940NM ‘Black LED’ Illuminators
as standard – Not visible to human
eye
Maximum night vision lighting
distance: 65ft/20 meters
Powered by 4 x AA batteries (not
supplied)
Additional battery compartment for
4 more AA batteries to extend
deployment time (batteries not
supplied)...

This outdoor camouflaged camera system has a superb set of 940NM
infrared LED lights that in low light and complete da

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Avenger Tracker
Made by Spy Equipment UK - The GPS Avenger is
the latest addition to our magnetic vehicle trackers that
uses a dedicated tracking platform website. This
superb unit provides comprehensive ‘live’ and
historical tracking functionality with no need for
specialist software makes it accessible from all webconnected Smartphones, Tablets and Desktop
computers. A professional, but easy to use surveillance
tracking device.

Product Code: GPS1

£269.00 (exc. VAT)

£322.80 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Avenger is an excellent magnetically deployable vehicle
tracker that couples superbly put together GPS tracker hardware
together with a robust tracking website with secure access available
from any web-connected device. This GPS Avenger is the ideal choice
for customers who want a professional and feature-rich piece of tracking
technology.

Both GPS and Cell Tracking Provided
The majority of available GPS tracking devices obtain accurate updated
locations from GPS satellites orbiting and beaming down global
positioning signals to the Earth surface. As a general rule this is a more
than satisfactory method to keep a track of vehicles, plant, machinery
and other moveable structures. However, GPS can sometimes fail
especially when the tracked asset does not have a direct view of the
sky, for example when a vehicle enters a multi-storey car park or
plant/machinery is put into covered transport. What makes our tracking
devices different is that they have cell location tracking technology to
back up the advanced GPS system. If GPS transmission is not
available, but the device still has a mobile phone signal, then a location
(in the form of a location circle) can be displayed on the tracking
console map within which the unit will be positioned. As soon as the
GPS Avenger can lock onto the GPS signals again, then the more
accurate pin-point location icon will again replace the cell location based
circle.

Water Resistant Case - Super Strong Magnets

Features
Magnetic vehicle and asset tracker
that is easy to deploy and monitor.
Made for professionals, but usable
by anybody with a computer, tablet
or smartphone
Real time GPS tracking with 15
second live location updates (or
longer between if required)
Cell location tracking ability serves
as a backup if device loses GPS
(When going into a tunnel or
underground carpark, but where
mobile phone signal still exists)
Completely weatherproof sealed
casing – ideal for under vehicle
deployment capability
No on/off switch ensures that
device will not be accidentally
switched off when deployed
Internal
fully
rechargeable
5200mAh Lithium battery – In-Built
Motion Sensor will automatically
power down to conserve battery
power when not in operation for 5
minutes...

The tracking technology is fully protected, sealed within a tough water
and dust resistant case that is designed to shield the internal electronics
from environments such as the underside of a vehicle in all weather. To
keep the casing completely weathe

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Patrol
This is a versatile hard-wired GPS Tracker for fleet
vehicles, motorcycles, plant machinery, lorries, motor
boats and outdoor equipment where power for the unit
can be drawn from the vehicle/asset to which it is
attached.

Product Code: GPS5

£232.50 (exc. VAT)

£279.00 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Patrol really is the ideal tracking device for long-term or
permanent tracking of vehicles or mobile assets, the GPS Patrol is ideal
for fleet vehicles, motorcycles, plant machinery, lorries, motor boats and
other outdoor equipment.

Full Package Provided - No Hidden Costs
Involved
Many tracking device providers have ongoing running costs in the form
of tracking credits in addition to adding credit to the SIM card. This
normally means that a regular payments have to be made to keep
credits topped up in order to ensure that the location information from
the tracking device is accessible on the tracking panel to which it is
linked. This can prove very costly over time. The GPS Patrol tracker
package gives you our latest â&#128;&#152;hard-wiredâ&#128;&#153;
device fitted with with an active cross-network UK / SIM card, included
data package together with your own password protected access to our
sophisticated online tracking platform through which you will be able to
see your vehicle moving live in real time from your PC, iPad or
Smartphone. This means that you will always get the best service
between EE, Vodafone and O2 and have the benefit of (included)
unlimited tracking across countries of the EU area. The SIM and
platform subscription will need to be renewed annually to retain full use
of the system, although the first 12 months are included with the
purchase price.

Accurate GPS With LBS Tracking Backup
System

Features
Robust IP67 casing – Highly water
and dust resistant and heatproof to
85ºC
Simple installation – 2/3 wire
connection
Power input between 6 and 36
volts with power surge protection
up to 65 volts
Back-up
battery
–
Li-Ion
3.7V/1000mAh
Latest GPS and GSM modules
with AGPS and cell location
services
In-built GPS and GSM antennas –
Compact and less complicated to
install
Ignition switch or motion activated
tracking activation
Realtime and historic tracking
facility – Configurable real time/idle
tracking settings
On-board memory storage – stores
up to GPS locations for later
delivery when there is no local
phone signal coverage
GPS tracking accuracy is generally
to within 5 metres...

The GPS Patrol can send location information updates every 15
seconds that it is on the move. Where GPS signal is available the
locations will be accurate within approximately

Please note that more information available online.
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HD Field Spy - Outdoor/Game Camera
The HD Field Spy outdoor camera is a superb
video/still camera with SD Card recording system that
is all self-contained in a compact camouflaged
weatherproof case. Now with 'black' infrared LED's as
standard

Product Code: C4MO

£169.00 (exc. VAT)

£202.80 (inc. VAT)

If you are looking for a stand-alone camouflaged weatherproof camera
solution then the HD Field Spy has everything you need to get the video
or still footage that you need in the daytime or at night.

High Definition - Inbuilt Recording Memory
This type of outdoor system is often known by many names and can be
used for many applications. Commonly called game camera, scouting
camera, wildlife camera or trail camera, the outdoor solution features a
high definition camera, onboard recording memory and infrared
illumination that enables deployment at night in locations where there is
little or no ambient light available.

Three Sensor Motion Detection Activation
The unit operates on motion detection and has three built-in motion
sensors that will even detect movement outside the camera field of view
thereby ensuring the system is already running when the moving
subject comes into view. The device is powered using 4 AA batteries
that will provide a running time up to 3 months and in addition there are
4 more battery slots that, if used, will increase the deployment time up
to 6 months.

Covert Nighttime Infrared Illumination
This new unit has a large bank of 'Black' infrared LED's for totally covert
night-time deployment, albeit providing illumination for a possible
projected 20m radius. These LED's emit an infrared glow at a frequency
that is below the spectrum that can be seen by human eyes. The result
is that there is no visible glow from the unit, yet it is still able to capture
video/photographic evidence in complete darkness. This low light
illumination automatically triggers when the ambient light falls below a
certain level.

Features
Weatherproof camouflage casing
for covert deployment in many
outdoor environments
Wide angle motions sensors (with
sensitivity setting) that activate
taking of video and/or still photos
Real time ‘programmable’ video
recording up to 1280 x720
resolution)
12 megapixel still photos capability
producing superb image clarity
Audio recording capability is built in
as standard
40 Infrared LED’s making it
possible to gather clear imagery
when deployed at night
940NM ‘Black LED’ Illuminators
as standard – Not visible to human
eye
Powered by 4 x AA batteries (not
supplied)
Additional back pack for 4 more AA
batteries (batteries not supplied)
High quality LCD screen for menu
setting...

Time/Date Stamp - settings Menu Screen
The camera can take st

Please note that more information available online.
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Lifetime Asset Tracker
The Lifetime asset tracker is a very long life GPS
tracking device that is perfect as theft protection for
vehicles and assets including Plant, Caravans, Static
Homes, Trailers, Horse Boxes, Tractors, Boats and
any other valuable movable objects

Product Code: GPS8

£219.00 (exc. VAT)

£262.80 (inc. VAT)

The Lifetime Asset Tracker has been designed with extremely long
deployment in mind. Ideal for all types of vehicle and movable structure,
this tracking solution is exactly what the industry has been waiting for.

Trouble
â&#128;&#152;LifeTimeâ&#128;&#153;
Deployment

Free

Where there is a need to protect valuable assets from theft tracking is
now the first consideration. What is needed is a solution that allows for a
device to be secreted within the asset, with no requirement for charging
of batteries and no concerns over SIM cards being deactivated by the
network provider during the lifetime of the tracking device. The Lifetime
Asset Tracker covers these two major factors, providing the perfect
asset security solution.

Robust Enclosure for Changing Environments
The incorporated battery can last up to 15 years! And because there is
no need for charging or SIM card change the tracking device is
completely sealed making it water and dust and shock proof. All this
ensures that the tracker is robust enough to withstand the rigors of
changing outdoor environments. The super-long battery life also means
that this GPS tracker can over time be moved to monitor a number of
different assets/objects.

Features
Robust sealed design that is
waterproof, dust and shockproof
Tracking locations each and every
time the asset tracker is stationary
Long slender design allows it to be
slotted in place within the structure
of your asset
Battery is totally enclosed, no
charging necessary – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 15
years (up to 12 months if switched
to’ live’ mode)
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna for
excellent accuracy
Inbuilt
Motion
Sensor
will
automatically power down to
conserve battery battery after static
location is given
Geo-Fencing will alert you via
email the moment the unit leaves
any user defined area...

Versatility By Design
The long slim cylindrical design allows the device to be hidden within a
variety of valuable assets including Plant machinery and equipment,
caravans, trailers, horse boxes, tractors, boats,other vehicles and other
moveable objects that have a high replacement cost. The tracking
system will only give a location for the asset when it is stationary, so if

Please note that more information available online.
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Micro Tracker
The NEW Micro Tracker is a superb addition to our
range of GPS tracking devices. Much smaller than our
previous version, it is perfectly suited for monitoring of
vulnerable persons, packages, assets, bags and many
other items.

Product Code: GPS4OLD

£152.00 (exc. VAT)

£182.40 (inc. VAT)

The Micro Tracker truly compliments our range of GPS tracking devices
adding a unit that is small yet versatile enough to be used in ways our
other larger products cannot.
It is amazingly compact and can be hidden in many everyday things and
is perfectly suited for tracking and monitoring of people, packages,
assets, bags and many other items that would have previously been
completely inconceivable!

Worldwide Capability - Small and Powerful
This maybe one of the smallest trackers available, but that
doesnâ&#128;&#153;t mean that it is lacking in capability in any way.
Available in two colours (Black/white) at only 25 grammes the device is
exceptionally light, but it features an omni-directional SiRF Star III GPS
antenna and a Quad-Band GSM engine providing worldwide capability.
Despite reporting its location every 20 seconds that it's on the move, the
specialist battery saving electronics ensure that the unit is capable of up
to 3 days operational deployment time, with normal usage, which is
exceptional considering its size.

Track the Micro Tracker via Phone or Web
App
When deployed the Micro Tracker is set to report back its location every
20 seconds that it is on-the-move, albeit a built-in movement sensor will
shut down reporting when the device has been stationary for 5 minutes.
Included Web and Smartphones apps p

Features
Simple to use tiny tracker – control
using your mobile phone or
through computer app
Ideal for asset / package / person
tracking,
maybe
vulnerable
persons or the elderly
Incredibly small: 38 x 38 x 14mm –
Only 22 grammes in weight
Tracks via GPS, LBS and WiFi –
GPS antenna: omni-direction helix
type – SiRF Star III
Quad-Band
GSM
engine
–
850/900/1800/1900MHz meaning
that it can be used in any country
worldwide
Powered
by
an
internal
rechargeable
450mAH
Li-on
battery – charger lead supplied
Good operational battery life – Up
to 3 days under normal usage
Battery status shown on-screen in
app and low battery alert sent to as
an alarm notification in-app
Swift battery recharge time:
approximately 3 hours...

Please note that more information available online.
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Mini Black Box Security Camera
The Mini Black Box Security Camera is a selfcontained 720p high definition CCTV security camera
with extra wide angle lens, infrared night-vision and
incredible battery life (optional mains power) all neatly
packed into a sleek black enclosure, ideal for quick and
discreet room surveillance deployment.

Product Code: MIN8

£165.00 (exc. VAT)

£198.00 (inc. VAT)

There are situations where a simple to deploy self-contained discreet
battery powered CCTV camera would prove to be a distinct advantage
especially where night vision is also a definite requirement. We think
that the Mini Black Box Security Camera is certainly one to consider for
this type of scenario

High Definition
Solution

Cam

-

Totally

Portable

This small CCTV device combines a 720p high definition extra wide
angled view micro-sized camera together with a high capacity micro SD
card DVR that is all built into a black plastic enclosure which is small
enough to easily fit in the palm of your hand. What really sets this unit
apart from other black box battery powered solutions is the fact that the
unit has a small, but effective PIR trigger. The PIR detects
heat/movement up to 5 metres away as opposed to a standard throughthe-lens monitoring system and as such in between recording situations
this means that only the PIR is kept powered rather than the entire
camera system. This enables the rechargeable battery to be conserved
with such efficiency that the system can essentially remain powered
from the battery for up to an incredible 30 days (24 hours if set to
straight record). And if this is not sufficient, then there is the option to
permanently power the device from the mains supply.

Extra Wide Angle Lens - Time and Date
Stamping

Features
Compact standalone black box
CCTV security camera with built in
SD recording system for versatile
deployment scenarios
160º extra-wide angle view lens
providing excellent field of view
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Program it to work to your needs –
fully customisable downloadable
widget with menu to select the
features that you require
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required) and
external trigger input possibilities
In-built heat sensing PIR for
efficient battery-saving motion
activation ability
Built in light sensor with autoswitching between day and night
video recording...

If you are concerned that a standard pinhole camera will not capture the
environment that you wish to monitor then the extra super-wide 160
degree camera capture area will certainly satisfy your requirements, this
being more than double what you would expect from the average
pinhole unit. Time and date can easily be set through the setup widget
and appears on the recorded video

Please note that more information available online.
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Spy Pod Outdoor Security Camera
The Spy Pod is a self-contained compact and discreet
battery powered outdoor spy camera system with built
in DVR. Simple to deploy in a variety of situations
where discreet day and night outdoor surveillance is
required.

Product Code: SPYP

£149.00 (exc. VAT)

£178.80 (inc. VAT)

This is a superb all-in-one discreet spy camera and DVR all built into a
compact and discreet waterproof housing that is powered by battery
ensuring that it can be deployed almost anywhere outdoors to protect
both domestic and commercial property.

Add to Building Exterior
Most self-contained outdoor cameras are built into camouflaged
enclosures for deployment as hunting/game/trail cameras and although
this type of camera can be used in a green/leafy environment to keep
watch on property and buildings, there was a distinct lack of simple to
deploy self powered systems that could be added to the exterior of a
building to gather vital video evidence. With the introduction of the Spy
Pod Outdoor Security Camera, this gap has now been filled.

Best Hidden Outdoor Spy Camera
The colour and shape of the Spy Pod allows it to be placed discreetly on
the perimeter of a house, out-building such as shed, garage or even
barns and other more remote storage units. The spy camera can record
in 720p (real time) high definition both during the day and also at night
when the 'No Glow' LED infrared illuminators (940NM) will automatically
come on. The 'black' infrared LED's provide illumination for an area up
to 15m in front of the unit. These LED's illuminators emit an infrared
glow at a frequency below the spectrum that can be seen by the human
eye. This results in no visible glow from the unit, making it completely
discreet although the device is still capable of capturing video/still
images when in complete darkness.

Features
Self-contained battery powered
discreet security camera for
outdoor usage
Weatherproof plastic black casing
for covert deployment in many
types of deployment environments
(IP66 rated)
Motions
sensor
(with
heat
sensitivity) to activate taking of
video and/or still photos
Passive infrared motion sensor
with 20 metre trigger capability.
Trigger time: < 1s – 110º angle
trigger area
Real time ‘programmable’ video
recording up to (1280 x720
resolution) with audio
12 megapixel still image capability
producing excellent clarity –
programmable for 1 to 10 burst
Time lapse video setting – 5~600
seconds – Delay time 5s to 60 min
(Programmable)
Video format: Motion JPEG – 1280
x 720 pixels / 30fps (real time) with
Audio...

Motion Detection Activation
The inbuilt PIR can detect change of temperature/movement in vicinity
which will trigger motion activated video recording or photo snapshots.
Still images are of high quality (12 mega

Please note that more information available online.
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Tissue Box Spy Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - A self-contained
motion activated battery-powered spy camera and SD
memory recording system with a high quality 720p
camera, motion activated, low light capability and a list
of other superb features all hidden within an attractive
tissue box holder.

Product Code: TISC

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

A self-contained motion activated battery-powered spy camera and SD
memory recording system with a high quality 720p camera, motion
activated, low light capability and a list of other superb features all
hidden within an attractive tissue box holder.

Usable Tissue Box with Attractive Design
The Tissue Box Camera and DVR has everything you will need for
covert video recording, featuring a very discreet high definition 720p
camera with wide angle lens, built in long life rechargeable battery and
multiple recording modes, making it ideal for a variety of surveillance
scenarios. Many of our customers like to use this as a Nanny Cam. The
outer casing of what can be classified as an executive tissue box holder
is made from stiffened faux leather with a classy pattern. The unit is
supplied with a box containing tissues that helps to complete the
disguise. The internal tissue box is of a standard type and size so
replacements are commonly available from almost any supermarket.
The design is such that it would not look out of place in the home, in an
office or even on the parcel shelf in a car.

Discreet Camera System
The tiny spy camera is located at the top of one side of the tissue box
case. It is disguised by a copper ring that looks like a keyhole or clasp to
match the colouring of the box material. The camera is very difficult to
see from the outside even under close examination. The digital video
recording system with an internal 32GB or optional 64GB memory is
concealed from view within the tissue base sited under the box of
tissues. Access to offload video footage, to charge the battery pack or to
change the box of tissues is simply a matter of opening the magnetic
base of the outer tissue box shell

Features
Stylish looking tissue box holder
with tissue featuring concealed
battery powered spy camera
system
Manufactured by Spy Equipment
UK in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and well thought out
discreet product
Very simple to use ‘out of the box’
with
no
prior
specialist
technological knowledge required
Ready to use preset for motion
activated video recording (video
with audio) – Most commonly
requested setup
High definition video resolution:
1280x 720p @ 20 Frames per
second
Set to record colour in daylight –
auto-switching to night mode
(black/white video) when the
lighting is severely reduced in the
area in which it is deployed
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens with wide camera view angle
of 62 degrees...

Please note that more information available online.
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WiFi Door Peephole Camera
This is the next generation in door peephole cameras
providing a fixed screen monitor, motion activated
video recording and incorporated door bell all linked
through your WiFi for remote monitoring and alerts via
your smartphone (Android or iPhone)

Product Code: WFP3

£189.00 (exc. VAT)

£226.80 (inc. VAT)

The the most advanced and complete system for screening and
monitoring visitors and callers to the entrance door of your property.
Automatically video record and remotely view 'live'via your smartphone
(Android/iPhone). Get alerted when the door bell is rung and even
communicate verbally with the visitor through an app on your phone

Protection of Property - Safety of Occupants
It is not just the elderly and infirm that have concerns about visitors to
the front door of their premises, lone workers in industrial and remote
buildings are also potentially exposed to undesirable callers at the front
entrance door. And even when the property is unattended, it is often
nice to know who is calling at your front door and what they are up to
such as when regular malicious damage is being caused or even when
an attempts are being made to break in. The WiFi Door Peephole
Camera provides a comprehensive monitoring solution providing the
ability to instantly vet visitors and video record their activities in front of
the door for evidence and subsequent identification purposes.

Combined Peephole Camera and Doorbell
This new unit has been cleverly designed to link the functionality of the
doorbell with the camera capability all into one with a doorbell button
forming part of the part of the device that is seen from the outside of the
door. The external design also includes a small day/night sensor that
enables for changing light in the outside environment. When the
doorbell is activated this switches on the camera and also the 7 inch
flatscreen that forms the second part of the product and is affixed to the
inside of the front entrance door. The doorbell will ring through the
flatscreen speakers and from the inside of the d

Features
Modern combined peephole door
camera and doorbell with WiFi
capability in a stylish design
2.0 mega pixel colour CMOS
camera with 120º wide-angled lens
Camera with auto day/night sensor
built in and nighttime image
capture capability
7 inch capacitive touchscreen
control monitor – 800 x 480
(HVGA) full colour display
Inbuilt micro SD recording system
– accepts up to 32GB max. (none
supplied as standard)
Internal rechargeable 8000mAh
lithium polymer battery (mains
charger supplied)
Standby time of up to 30 days
(reduces
dependant
upon
usage/movement in front of
camera)
Auto recording of video/photo in
response to movement with the
view of the camera – recording to
inserted SD card...

Please note that more information available online.
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